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About This Game

TFTG is a third person survival game which was inspired by a few people talking about game ideas when hanging out. It is really
funny from where we started and where we finished with the idea. What was created is a game that you can just sit down, pick
up immediately and have fun. You can play it for 10 minutes between your break or for hours beating your friends high score.

The high scored are showed online so you are competing against all the players. The story of the game is explained in the
starting cinematic where your dog gets hit by a car. Wanting to save your beloved pet you find a book with dark spells being

able to revive what is dead. However something goes wrong and you revive all of the pets from the cemetery. Now you have to
defend yourself with magic while still trying to find out what happend to your dog.

You find yourself on a pet cementery with magic abilities such as a magic shot and shield fighting off countinues waves of
zombie pets. Survive as many waves as you can and get your name on the global leaderboard!
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Honestly this DLC isn't worht it. I recognize that it continues the story on some level but this DLC pitt the literal worst units up
against the best units contantly. I'm all for challenges but when you have to have failed X times to have even the slightest chance
of over coming a challenge then the challenge ceases to be a challenge and becomes a "You must only do things one way or
else". It's a magicians force. I never felt that with the base game but with this DLC I've constantly felt that. This DLC simply
isn't worth the money. The units are basically the same only weaker. The game play is basically the same only requiring more
imput and the storyline is basically the same only ripping of WoW Lich King. All in all this DLC takes away from the game. It
adds nothing.. When i first started off, I thought i felt VERY glitchy, But it did end up working.
You need to keep in mind that this IS a psychological game with Horror Elements..
So did it mess with me? BIG time.
But i think that was their intention...To make the player feel how the character felt..
Disoriented, confused, unbalanced..
Like your losing your mind, constantly on Edge...
And i think that protrayed it quite well.
But My REAL complaint is with the controls, I do agree that could use some polishing when it comes to selecting and grabbing,
moving objects. That is SO annoying. Maybe its just me but theres no indicator, You basically gotta zoom in to see if that object
is even interactable.
But overall. It def creeps the Sh!t out of me!
If you want to see what i meant with controls and the "glitches" Check out this video that doesnt show any puzzle answers: First
Impression:
https:\/\/youtu.be\/DbKiV0AFVho

If you Want to see more check out PArt 2:
https:\/\/youtu.be\/W32oAlUCHRw
(solved 2 rooms and stuck on 3rd!) If you know what t do or have any ideas -please let us kno! thanks!)
. Out of all the VR games out there this is one of my favorites, the snapping can be a pain sometimes to get used too but once
you do, it really is amazing. Ive spent many hours relaxing and poutting tons of detail into layouts, so much sop i normally lag
the game into reprojection.

Unlike other VR games with not much real application, or another wave shooter, this one really sucks anyone in.

If you are like me go and buy this game right now, and you will get the full v alue out of this game.. Gameplay: The storyline is
non-existent, which isn't the worst thing in the world. Unfortunately, however, there are no redeeming qualities to make up for
this. There are a decent amount of game mechanics and levels to keep the total playtime up to 6 hours. The levels however are
in no way challenging.

Visuals: It's pretty disappointing. It looks very unfinished.

Audio: It's not the worst audiowise. I can say that the sound effects match the disproportionate cartoon-like theme that they
were aiming for. The soundtrack would get repetitive as the amount of songs they had didn't match the playtime it took to beat
the game.

Replayability*: There is none. I have no desire to go back and play the game. All the levels are the exact same and often times
the "perfection" mechanics (collecting all of the X) can usually be done on the first run through.

*This varies A LOT from person to person, so only rely on this category from me if you've agreed with my other reviews'
replayability sections.. Not going to write a lot, it seems faster pace in the pictures, it isn't.

-Controls are terrible, have to click to move (mobile port?)
-Slow paced
-I'd even say 3.99 which is discounted is too much for this game

I have 1800+ games on my account and never refund games usually, but this got refunded. Pro: Retro music and pixel sprites
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Con: Brutal level design and weird screen ratio make it too hard to enjoy (tried with both keyboard and controller)
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\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50. Yes, definetely!
I work in game industry and I really like to discover something intersting, like this game. I prefer casual games and I really like
the Molecats' gameplay. Fascinating story, really nice graphics&music, great and fun atmosphere. Higly recommended.. Drop
one thing ingame and You are done. I dropped one thing and I couldn't pick it up!
Also things drop from Your hands when You teleport. Really frustrating.. It's good, real good

Only problem is, it should really already be in the game

But yeah it's good, definately worth it

PS- I recommend using the Picts :). no way it's a piece of art. it's a tortue to play as a green square for an hour
also the music sounds like pink floyd's demos in midi

been planning to play this crap for like 2 years and now i finally got it
nothing tells you what to do and there's basically no way to loose or change anything, you can just settle down and watch the
pixels with your hands under the blanket, but you won't enjoy it anyway
the plot is as dumb as the gameplay, like you should be a fresh 15yo atheist to find it deep
so no wonder it never had a sale - no one should ever play it.. If you're looking for a game with a great, emotionally satisfying
plot, Owlboy is perfection. I really can't say much for fear of spoilers, but I highly recommend studying the ending to this game
if you're looking to write your own fiction. Other than the plot, which is golden, the music in Owlboy is unbelievably good.
Like, you won't believe how good it is until you've heard it yourself in-game. Think Undertale-levels of music fitting the story.
Yeah, I know what I wrote. The art is amazing as well, and keeps getting better as the game progresses, which was a delightful
surprise. Given all the above, I very much recommend Owlboy.
This is not to say that it isn't without faults, however. For one thing, the writing can feel child-like and simplistic at times, with
characters sometimes speaking in ways I feel is subtly "off" (I can't pin down what exactly, but it's there). The combat sections,
while mildly fun, aren't anything impressive either, and a few of the boss fights introduced confusing gimmicks I had to look up
to solve. For the most part the puzzles were fun and satisfying, bordering on easy.
So Owlboy does have flaws. Some things could have been done better, but honestly, at the end of the day, I hardly care. The
overall experience of Owlboy was a magical one, and I feel privileged to have experienced the world its creators made. This
game will live on inside me for a long time to come.... Simple but fun modern warfare RTS. Goal is to capture and hold control
points.

+ Simple base building
+ Simple resource management
+ Customization options. Lots of different soldiers, vecicles and helicopters available

- Early access so still a little rough around the edges
- Base building\/research is oversimplified
- Occational performance issues
- Unit cap is to low, tiny "army"
- No formations
- No multiplayer

I would like some more complexity overall and a greater selection of buildings and research options. It would also be great if
you could enter the battlefield and take control of one of the units as in "Out of ammo". Multiplayer would be perfect for this
game.
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